Lightning performance of distribution line is an important issue in the countries with high lightning density such as Malaysia. Many studies have been carried out to investigate the lightning performance and thus protect the overhead line from this overvoltage. This paper presents the line performance sensitivity studies of a special 33kV line underbuilt on transmission structure by mean of line arrester placement.
INTRODUCTION
Lightning is a transient, high current electric discharge whose path length measured in kilometers [1] . Lightning may flash in more categories but here, only discuss on cloud-to-ground events. The lightning can be strike in two ways which are strike to phase conductor or strike to tower or shield wire. Backflashover occurs when lightning strike to tower or shield wire that appear a temporary line to ground fault or would be called outage rate and will be cleared by reclosed circuit breaker [2] . The lightning performance of the distribution line is characterized by outage rate that appear and effect by insulation requirements parameters as same for transmission lines.
Lightning strike to the overhead distribution line tower adjacent can cause damage to the expensive substation equipments especially transformer. The use of line arrester and strategic placement line arrester are thus very important in order to protect the line and equipment from lightning over voltage. Referred to [3] , installation of arrester on the line provides explicit benefits such as reduced double circuit outage rate and in new construction; line arrester is place at every insulator location. According to [4] There are a number of parameters that need to be considered whenever lightning performance need to be improved such as tower footing resistance, shield wire, number of discs insulator, tower height and line arrester placement. The focus of this paper is to investigate the performance of a special 33kV line 'underbuilt' on the transmission structure, which can be categorized as one of the parameter that can affect the line performance. Typically, the performance of distribution line (referred to 11 and 33 kV for Malaysian grid systems) is determined by its indirect effect of lightning. However in this case, the backflashover (due to direct strike to the tower or shield wires) are the most dominant cause of the flashover. This issue is being discussed in the IEEE Std. 1410 [5] and one of the concern in the present work, as reported by the TNB (Malaysian utility company) with a huge tripping records.
REVIEW OF MODELING PARAMETERS

Tower Footing Resistance
The tower footing resistance is an important parameter in determination of lightning flashover rates [1, 6, 7] . Reduces tower footing resistance in lower conditions can give more negative reflections produced in tower and hence help to give lower result of voltage at tower top. Within 30 m of tower base, by neglected the time response, the tower footing resistance is determined by using the current dependence [2] as shown in equation (1):
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Shield Wire
Single shield wire will decrease the coupling factors and thus increases the backflashover rate [7] . Shield wire used as a lightning protection system, is supposed to collect all the lightning strikes that would otherwise have struck the phase conductors. Shielding failure is less event compare to backflashovers because when lightning strike to tower or shielding wire, the tower top voltage of backflashover is large enough to causes flashover from tower to the phase conductor [2] .
Insulator
Coordination gap is a surge protective device comprise of an open air gap between an energized electrode and earthed electrode [4] . Insulator used in power line to support conductors without passing currents through themselves and typically, contamination of insulators is the main concern since they can affect the lightning performance of the line [8] .The insulator can be divided in two groups; ceramic and non-ceramic insulator where cap and pin insulator is most popular used for power line for high voltage system [9] .
Height
The tower height would affect the factor of attract lightning to strike. As reported in [10] , the higher the tower height, the greater the chance of being strikes by the lightning. Increasing 20% of tower height can increase the flashover rate of the line by 12%, as per equation (3) [3, 11] .
Where h -is the tower height (m); b -is the structure width (m); N g -is the ground flash density (flashes/km 2 /yr);
N -is the flash collection rate (flashes/100 km/yr).
To determine value of BFR is using Equation (3) and (4) where P(I) is the probability that the stroke current I equals or exceeds the critical current as in Equation (5). (4) ( )
BFR =backflashover rate, flashes/100km-year, N g = ground flash density, flashes/km2/year, h = tower height, m, I = critical current, kA, S g = horizontal distance between ground wires, m
Line Arrester Placement
Overhead ground wire add to the line height will increase the flash collection rate and also affect to the line cost [3] . Nonlinear devices which is line arrester is produced, they are a voltage-limiting device, used to discharge energy associated with a system over-voltage condition and engineer used line arrester in protecting equipment from harmful over-voltages [8] . All engineers need considered several factors when selecting line arrester as protection equipment such as the location of arrester, the interconnection of ground leads, the insulation level of the protected equipment and the rating of line arrester [8] . Metal oxide arrester is most used as protective devices against lightning overvoltages in power electrical system. Metal oxide arrester has comprised in three designs, namely gapless arrester shunt gapped arrester and series gapped arrester. The model proposed by the IEEE is chosen and used in the present work because of the accurate representation in the frequency dependent model, as shown in Figure 1 [12]. Table 1 . The last 10 towers are chosen to evaluate the lightning performance. Lightning current ranging from 0 to 205 kA were injected onto the towers and the critical currect, I c and the BFR will be measured and evaluated, respectively. Table 1 shows the line details whilst Figure 2 shows the tower configuration. 
SIMULATION DETAILS
In this work, a gapless metal oxide line arrester is installed on the phase conductor, in parallel with the insulator string. The V-I characteristics for the nonlinear resistor A o and A 1 is shown in Table 2 . Lightning strikes are simulated on towers 96, 100 and 105. All towers have the same parameters and values i.e. ground resistance, R g , soil resistivity, ρ, and height, h which are 8.5 Ω, 35.09 Ω.m and 24.98 m respectively.. The line conductor is an ACSR type, 200mm 2 . Figure 3 gives the detail arrangement of line arrester on the line. The insulator string is represented by the leader progression model (LPM), as suggested in [15] , has a very good performance and highly recommended for the backflashover analysis. Whilst Figure 4 shows the simplified system modelled for the backflashover simulation. 
For the line arrester placement study, it can be divided into three cases, which are dictated by its arrester placement on the phase conductor (a, b and c); 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
For the Case 1, where the lightning strikes to the Tower 105, result in Figure 5 shows that high value of backflashover rate obtained compared to other towers. This could give a huge impact on the damage due to its close location to the substation, which of course consists of many expensive types of equipment such as the transformer that need to be protected. Figure 6 demonstrates the Case 2, where a line arrester is placed in Phase a of the line, the lightning current is increases, so that the backflashover rate (BFR) of the line performance is decrease. For the Tower 96, when lightning strike to this tower and a line arrester is placed on Phase b, all the phase conductors at this tower are protected by line arrester and no backflashover are recorded. However, when the line arrester is installed on Phase c, the recorded backflashover rate (BFR) is almost the same as in Case 2. In contrast, for Case 3 where the line is installed on Phase a and b, Phase a and c, and Phase b and c, there is no more backflashover recorded due to its maximum protection offered by the line arresters in this case.
From the results obtained, it can be seen that with one arrester installed on the phase conductor, the line performance is significant if compared with the one without any line arrester installed. However, the best option for protecting the line from lightning and for achieving the best solution is by opting for Case 3 with the installation of line arrester at all towers. As far as the technical and financial are concerned, it maybe not the practical solution since it will incur a lot of money to be spent on the line arrester. In addition, other option may be achieved with the consideration of other line parameters such as by improving earthing system. This will solely depend on the thorough insulation coordination studies on the line. The summary of the results obtained are shown in Tables 3 and 4, for Table 3 shows the simulated performance of the Case 1 as compared to the current performance based on the tripping data. It can be seen that the current approach of the line protection is in good agreement with the simulated one. It is fair to say that the current protection scheme of line arrester installation is not really efficient and therefore, the idea of proceeding to the next case is significant one in reducing and improving the current performance of the line. 
V. CONCLUSIONS
This paper has presented the issue and the need for carrying out the work related to the underbuilt distribution line. Details on the modeling parameters have been included and results have demonstrated that the placement of the line arrester is a crucial decision which cannot be judged simply by trial and error or by one's experience. Thorough works in this respect are needed in achieving the optimal and best solution for improving lightning performance of the distribution line, which includes the presented case.
